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"We travel, not to escape life but for 
life not to escape us."



Namaste!
This is a greeting commonly used in India meaning, "I bow to 
you" or "The god in me sees the god in you," The higher your 
clasped hands, the more respect you are showing. Welcome to 
India!

AIRLINE TICKET

There are many online sites to purchase 
your ticket.
My favorite is the app Hopper on my phone 
to find the least expensive ticket. Put in 
your dates any time and they will notify you 
the optimal time to purchase. 

Please plan on arriving in India the Sunday 
before the tour begins. Most international 
flights arrive in the wee hours of the 
morning. Saturday night hotel is included in 
your tour fee so coming in Saturday early 
morning works too. 

Airport pickup is included for late Saturday 
night and Sunday arrivals. 

If you'd like to come in early and leave later 
to include extra travel, I will arrange hotels 
and car/driver/travel options.

VISA

You need a visa to visit India.
India has now introduced a one year 
multiple-entry electronic visa. Note: if your 
parents or grandparents were born in 
Pakistan you'll have to apply for a normal 
visa. 

Make your application for an e-visa no less 
than 4 days and no more than 120 days 
before your travel dates at:
www.indianvisaonline.gov.in

For a normal tourist visa for 6 months to 10 
years, apply online at:
www.in.ckjs.us



ESSENTIAL PACKING LIST

◆ passport, visa & ticket
◆ photocopies of the first page and visa 
page of your passport as backup : some 
shops require a copy of your passport to 
use a credit card
◆ at least $100 cash - ATMS are available 
and also most hotels will change dollars to 
rupees for you
◆ small packs of tissues to use as toilet 
paper if need be
◆ hand wipes or sanitizer
◆ sunglasses, hat and sunblock
◆ converter plugs 
◆ lightweight jacket: fleece or light down
◆ Immodium, tums and prescription 
meds: if you have your prescription bottles 
with you you can purchase more at a 
minimal cost in compared to US : I will have 
a comprehensive first aid kit in the hotel 
and on the bus and medical care is very 
good in India
◆ rehydrating tabs or powder
◆ eyeglass prescription in case of loss
◆ face mask if you have allergies etc

OPTIONAL PACKING LIST

◆ tee shirt for printing on the textile 
tour

◆ snacks like power bars, nuts: there 
will be a snack bag on the bus

◆ water bottle: there will be bottled 
water on the bus

◆ travel pillow and eye mask not only 
for your flights but for the bus as well

◆ ear plugs
◆ washcloths: not supplied at Indian 

hotels
◆ extra duffle for return trip: I do have a 

shipper in Jaipur 
◆ luggage scale
◆ supplemental battery for your smart 

phone



BEAT JET LAG

CHANGE YOUR SLEEP ROUTINE:
Going west? Start going to bed later a few 
days before travel. 
Going east? Start going to bed earlier. 

PLAN A STOPOVER
If possible, try to have a stopever on the 
way to allow the body to adjust gradually to 
the new time zones. 

TIME YOUR ACTIVITIES:
Try to eat and sleep on your flight 
according to the local time of your 
destination, phase-shifting your circadian 

USE REMEDIES WITH CAUTION:
Sleeping medication isn't recommended as 
it won't help your body adjust naturally to 
new sleep patterns 

DRINK WATER:
Dehydration makes jet lag symptoms 
worse. Avoid alcohol and caffeine during 
your trip - they dehydrate you. 

GET COMFORTABLE:
Use earplugs and eyemask to help create 
the right conditions for sleep aboard the 
plane. 

KEEP ACTIVE:
When flying long distances, take walks 
around the cabin and stretch regularly.

SPEND THE DAY OUTDOORS:
Unless it is night, get outdoors as soon as 
possible when you arrive at your 
destination. Sunlight helps adjust you to 
the new timezone more quickly. 

GET YOUR ANCHOR SLEEP:
Try to get a minimum of 4 hours sleep 
during the new local night. The "anchor" 
sleep trains your body to operate on a 24-
hour rhythm. 

RECOVER LOST SLEEP:
Take short naps to get the same amount of 
sleep you'd normally have in a 24-hour 
window 



HEAD WAGGLE
In conversation an Indian's 
head will move from side 
to side, not to agree or 
disagree but to 
acknowledge that they 
hear you.

DRESS
Dress modestly. No legs 
bare above the knee 
including men. Keep 
cleavage, butt and shoulders 
covered especially in the 
villages. Sleeveless in the 
city is ok. Carry a shawl.

SHOES
Wear shoes that are 
comfortable for walking and 
that are easy to take off. 
Many places ask you to 
remove your shoes before 
entering. 

NO
Indian people are very polite 
and do not like to say no. 
They do not want to 
obviously disagree or 
disappoint. Verify your 
sources for important info. 

LEFT HAND
Avoid using your left hand in 
eating and in interactions with 
people. Use your right hand to 
give and accept money, point 
or shake hands etc. The left 
hand is used in bathroom 
sanitation and thus is 
theoretically considered 

COMMISSION
I don't participate in the 
commission system. When 
you are out on your won, 
everyone's brother, uncle or 
cousin has the perfect place 
for you. Insist on going only 
where you want to go. 

INDIAN CUSTOMS

BEGGARS
There will be times when 
begging women and 
children will approach 
you. Please look away. 
Child begging gangs and 
hierarchies are a serious 
problem in India . There 
are organizations you can 
donate to for street 
children in particular. 

TIPPING
Westerners tend to be over 
generous in tipping. This 
causes an imbalance for 
local citizens. Tip:
Meals 10% 
Porters 20 rupees per bag
Taxis round up to nearest 
multiple of 10 rupees
Guides and Drivers 
100-300 rupees per day



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

How far in advance of the tour should I plan to arrive? For example if the first day of the tour is Mon Feb 16 should I arrive the Sat the 14th 
or is Sun the 15th ok? If I want to arrive earlier can I pay for an extra night(s) at the tour hotel? My flight arrives in the middle of the night. 
Is it safe to be out that time of night?  I wondered make arrangements for someone to meet me and escort me to the hotel? Perhaps I can 
ask for an escort no matter the time of arrival? 

Airport pickup is included in the tour Saturday night. Plan to arrive Saturday night or early Sunday morning. Most international flight arrive 
in the middle of the night and it is safe. No matter when  you arrive I can arrange for pickup and hotel for you. So that is no worries.

On the return trip, say the last day of the tour is the 27th. Do people usually depart on the 27th or the day after? I noticed that a lot of 
flights out of Delhi leave at 1:10 am 3:40am. Is this usual? 

People usually depart in the early hours of the night of the day after the tour. We'll drive up to Delhi and drop you at the airport.  

Do I need to get any shots before the trip? 

Sometimes Hepatitis A is recommended but unless you are getting a tattoo or piecing in India it isn't necessary.  Go to www.cdc.gov/travel 
to find out what alerts are current for India and what the suggested shots are. It's between you and your doctor what precautions to take. 

My friend who just returned from India told me that her group scored on a few gifts for their driver and guide.  I have been crowned the 
queen of hostess so I have to defend my crown. What do you suggest?

I find that treats from Trader Joe's are very appreciated.  In the village cool pens and lipstick are welcomed with joy. Usually I give 
monetary tips to the driver, guide etc. I bring thank you cards for tips . Tips are include Other gifts are optional. 

I know that people get sick when they go to India. How do I avoid this? 

Avoid tap water, and any food that may have been washed in it. No ice unless made from bottled water. No salads except when I give the 
okay. No fruit from the street you haven’t just peeled yourself. When you eat meat, make sure it’s well cooked. Keep hand sanitizer with 
you so you can wash your hands properly. Check that  seals on water bottles are intact before drinking from them.  

One of my tour guests who travels a lot with her work has a simple formula for staying well. Take 2 pepto bismal in  the morning and avoid 
all dairy, fresh fruits and fresh veggies. Bring an antibiotic from your doctor and keep Immodium with you at all times.There are good 
doctors in India and  they are on call at all of the hotels we stay at so if you should get sick you will be well taken care of. 



The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel and the Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel
A Passage to India
The Jewel in the Crown 
Slum Dog Millionaire
Monsoon Wedding
Outsourced
Fire, Earth and Water 
(Elements Trilogy – 3 separate films) 
Lion 
The Lunch Box 
Gandhi 
The Darjeeling Limited

FILMS TO SEE BEFORE YOUR TRIP

BOOKS TO READ BEFORE YOUR TRIP 
OR ON THE TRIP
An Atlas of Impossible Longing by Anuradha Roy
A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry
Such A Long Journey by Rohinton Mistry
Interpreter of Maladies by Jhumpa Lahiri
The God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy
Heat and Dust by Ruth Prawer Jhabvala
The Twentieth Wife by Indu Sundaresan
Fasting, Feasting by Anita Desai
Bombay Ice by Leslie Forbes
Shantaram by Gregory David Roberts
Nine Lives by William Dalrymple
Midnight’s Children by Salman Rushdie
Around India in 80 Trains by Monisha Rajesh
2 States: The Story of my Marriage by Chetan Bhagat
Sarawati Park by Anjali Joseph
Those Pricey Thakur Girls by Anuja Chauhan
A Suitable Boy by Vikram Seth
The White Tiger by Aravind Adiga
Q & A by Vikas Swarap
Behind The Beautiful Forevers by Katherine Boo
Twilight in Delhi by Ahmed Ali
A Princess Remembers by Gayatri Devi
The Amazing Story of The Man Who Cycled from India to 
Europe for Love by Pradyumna Kumar Mahanandia



A FEW EXTRA TIPS

We're used to putting TSA locks on our 
luggage. Consider using zipties instead. Zip 
ties help keep zipper pulls from getting 
broken on conveyor belts and make it a lot 
less likely than an ill-intentioned baggage 
handler will grab valuables from your bag. 
Plus, they're a lot cheaper to replace than 
loks should TSA need to check inside.  

Breeze through Security by picking the 
checkpoint farthest to the left. Lines to the 
left tend to be shorter. Studies show that 
most people are right-handed and are 
more apt to head right in security lines. 

Put your India address on one side of your 
luggage tag and your home address on the 
other. Include this info inside of your 
luggage as well. I will email addresses 
before your departure.

If you don't have access to 
an airline club lounge, sit 
outside one to get free wi-
fi. Wi-fi ouside of clubs 
often goes beyond the 
door, giving you free 
access. 

Stay hydrated for free by bringing an empty 
water bottle through security then filling it 
up at a water fountain.
Pack wine or liquor bottles in your shoes in 
your checked luggage. 

Spot your luggage easily by tying bright 
ribbons on the handles.

Rolled clothing takes up 
less space than folded. 
To keep your clothes 
smelling fresh pop a dryer 
sheet in your suitcase. 
Pack your dirty shoes in a 
shower cap.
 
Pack a light-weight scarf or shawl for chilly 
airplanes. 


